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Vos, De lam
To Present
Paper$

rinity·Faces Turnover
Themonths of February
March are noted
in
y schools a s a tim e
startling developments
faculty turnover.
Our
ter colle ge,
Trinity
istian in Palos Heights,
noexception.
Authoritative sources
port tha t early last
nthDr. Robert E. VanVennen, Dean of Acmic Affairs and Prosor of Chemistry, was
kedby President GorR. Werkema tor e because the President
t he could n 0 Ion g e r
~k with the Dean. Van[ Vennen refused and
e matter was taken up
norethe Board of TrusIS resulting in the Deans
missal. However, Dr.
nder Vennen as one of
e original staff of Tr inI and Dean sin c e
the
lIege's incorporation in
i9, is on tenure and is
3S officially listed as on
lyeof absence with pay
omMarch 15 to Decemr 31of this year with the
ntation tor
e t urn the
13-74academic year as
Dfessor of Chemistry.
a telephone interview
ih the former Dean vering t his information,
ader Vennen had not
ached any decis ion on
ether or not he would

announced in a telephone
interview Tuesday evening
t hat the vacancies were
being filled
by Dr. M.
Vrieze who would take over as head of the department and Mr. L. Walters
(no information available).
In the History Department,
Assistant Professor, Lois
Voskuil , has accepted a
position in History at Covenant College in Lookout
Mountain, Tennessee.
Other individuals known
to be leaving Trinity next
term are Emily Brink, In'
stricter d'Mlsi:, on leave
for one year to study music and John R. Werner,
Associate
Professor
0f
Classical Languages who
is leaving since Trinity'
will no Ion g e r offer a
Greek major next term.
(please tum to page 6.)

Physics
Honor Society

Formed

Within
the present
Physics Club on campus,
a new Physics HonorSociety--Sigma
Pi Sigma-is being formed.
There
are presently
over 200
active .chapte rs across
the nation.
Membership
is
open
to
undergraduate
turn.
and graduate
students,
Meanwhile, Instructors
faculty
members,
and a
mert Ell i 0 t , Jr. and
few
others
in
closely
rethard A. Russell, both
latedfields;
students
must
thePhilosophy DepartlOth a ve not had their rank in the highest onethird in his
class, and
ltllictSrenewed for next
must
have
completed
one
rm indicating a whole
semester's
work
in
an
I PhilCE ophy Departrrent
intermediate
course
that
rof.Calvin See r ve 1d
follows, general physics.
l accepted the position
Sigma Pi Sigma is the
Instructor at the Instionly
honor society of natefor Christian Studies
ional
scope which exists
Toronto). Dr. Werkema
primarily to foster inter---------..,
ests specificaD.yinphysics
at the source of supply of
INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
future physicists -the students of physics.
Some
SNUFFlESreappears-of
the
possible
activities
page 2.
are meetings with speakers of local and national
50DOES the calendar-pro
min ence,
members
page 3.
presenting papers for discussion'
and discussion
TIlEPLACEofP. E.-of
res
earch
projec t s .
page 4.
Members
a 1s 0 receive
science publications.
DIME--page 5.
The official installation
ceremony
will be held on
vos: begin at Dordt-March
16
at
7:00pm. The
page 6.
following faculty members
FINEarts festival feaand students have been
ture- - page 7.
elected to the society: Dr.
Van Dijk, Rev. Hodgson',
REPLYto Pilon- -page 8, Dr. De Young, Gary De
Young, Gregg De Young,

DOl.dt seniors, Gene De Kam and Rag Vas,

will present their papers at the
SOCIOlogyconference on March 15. The conference will bring in approximately 60 students from the CMA colleges to Dordt.

The 1972 CMA Student
SociologySeminar
is scheduled for March 15' a t
Dordt College and an a't-'
tempt to share research
and its results with other
'students from other colleges.
The afternoon schedule
as tentatively planned will
begin with registration
at
1: 15. Two papers will be
read simultaneously
but
in different rooms begin-

'
C'h
f or 5 prlng'Willbegin
•
ay
osen
PI
She Stoops to Conquer
by Oliver Goidsmith has
bee? chosen as the ~ahans spnngplay.
Scr ipts
have arrived and tryouts
,
WIll
be held on Mar ch 13
(and possibly 14). Books
may be checked out for
reading before this time.
Production dates are set
for April 20, 21, 22, and
24. Details on time and
place will be po s ted on
the bulletin board.
The play is an eighteer1h
century English comedy
and represents
a defiant
reaction to the humorless,
sentimental dramas ofthe
time.
She Stoops to Conquer does not present a
v~ry accurate pictu~e of
eighteenth century l i f e ,
It is in the trend of N e i 1
Simon's comedies of today
(e,.g., The Odd Couple j->
funny, but bastcally rr releyant. Yet, historically
as representatIve
of.an
era, Stoops has some impo~tance. IUs also wor~h
doing from
an acaderruc
poi-it of view, in regard
to its affected, put-on acting style
as opposed to
modern naturalistic actrg,
Ten characters
are required for the play. Mr.
an d Mrs. Har d castle, wIn
li ve an isolated life in the country, choose a husband
from London
for their
daughter.
The young man,
a s on of Sir Charles Marlow, and his friend Hastings travel from London
to the Hardcastle's to meet

Dave Kauk, and Wayne
Ribbens , Ins tallation officer will be Dr. Robert
Green from Mornirigstde
College, and Dr. V. Ronald Nelson, from Augustana College will be speakingon the topic "Forensic
Physics. "
.
kdg

the girl and her family.
Through a wonderful deception arranged by Tony
Lumpkin, the spoiled son
of the Hardcastle's
the
two young men arrive' urrder the impression
that
they are at an inn. Marlow commandeers
the
p l a c e as if he owns it.
Some servants complete
the cast.
"With its bumbling heroes,
charming
rogues and elegant ladies,
its fantastic deceptions
and hi g h s P i r its, She
Stoops to Conquer continues to delight modern audi ences , "
Stoops was chosen after
several others were rejected, Among them was
Man of La Mancha a musical rendition of Ce'rvarrtes' Don Quixote.
Th is
playfSfiiorerelevantthan
Stoops but the music and
a couple of scenes created enough problem
s to
warrant rejecting it. The
Night Thoreau SpentIn Jail
was also considered
and
would have been Mr Koldenhoven's choice he said
except therights~ouldnot'
be obtained
Since She' Stoops to Con-7)
(Please tum to page .

ning at 1:30. Session II
at 2:10 and be
followed b y a half hour
break and (free) coffee
and cookies.
Session III
begins at 3:30, followed
be the last set of papers
at 4: 10.
Th e seminar
should end at about 4:45.
Eightpresentations
are
s cheduled for the seminar.
Dordt presentations
will
be made by Rog Vos with
"Alternative
Methods, of
Change," and by Gena DeKam on "The Purpose of
Education in a Free Soci.ety." In addition to five
papers from students at
other colleges, a group of
WestmarCollege
students
will conduct a panel discussion on "Help Line" in
which they will report on
an interim project.
Jake
VanderSchaafwilldiscuss
a paper from a student of
another college..
.
The student serrunar IS
conducted 1U the general
pat t e r?, 0 f professional
acaderrucserrunars:
a s tudent reads a paper f?r less
t han
twe n t y rrunutes,
another student from
a
different school discusses
the ide a s presented for
about five minutes, then
the topic and presentation
are opened to the listening
audience for about ten min(please tum to page 7.)

,

Thalians director, James Koldenhoven, ponders the script of She
Stoops to Conquer, the chosen play for the spring production.
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Grow Your Own

What Are We Doing with Sports?
by Bill de Jager
If you hadn't noticed before, sports have become "holy" in America and Canada. It entered the mainstream of Materialism
when it joined hands with the bitch, Big-Buslness, Don't kid yourself, this is happening inches from our clean Christian faces and
the only attempt, it seems to me, that we have taken to combat
this mountainous' monster is the refusal of athletic scholarships
at Dordt. Not ~at I don't agree with that decision, but we can •
never leave the issue at that point. In,this day and age, whenHimanism blood-sucks to death anything it comes in contact with,
we at Dordt College better have some answers or put some ansv.ers
together. Andquick! \\here do we stand on sports? on professional sports 'and why? (because they play on Sunday?) Howis Physical Education part of the curriculum here at Dordt? Do we ha\e
a definite and distinctive Christian alternative to the increasing
interest on the academic field of Physical Education? Win our
P. E. 'teachers be prepared to instruct covenant children, from
out of a biblical approach to Physical Education?
The way these questions are being answered will be from the
direct influence of the Physical Education Depertment here at
Dordt. Whether this department believes or realizes this or not,
their department carries the heavy responsibility of trainingDxdt
students against this humanistic and money-minded concept of
sports, which has slowly seeped into the American academic community. Of course, they are not the ally department with this
heavy responsibility (economics, sociology, education and drama
are only a few of the others that face this task.) It is just thlt
sports, recreation and leisure time are making a powerful impact onAmeri ca nowadays. Has the non-Christian heard what we
have to day concerning this portion of life? Or haven't we said
"anything? Let's have the Christian community make its impact
heard too and I wouldn't mind if it was twice as loud.
It should be kept in mind that the practical outworking of this
field will reflect the basic commitment we have established. Ierhaps Jake (see his article elsewhere in this issue) is corr cct wien
he states that varsity sports is unfair and inconsistent. Perhaps
we had better examine the whole idea of a Varsity Club with its
letters and eliteness that comes with it. Perhaps studetns should
start discussing their stand on sports, or even physical fitness
for that matter. Perhaps the Physical Education Department, along with all the other departments, should begin to prepare a
basic position papers on their approach to Physical Education so
that students can see what direction of thinking the department is
going. Maybe we need some initial letters to the editor to spark
a positive, loving discussion in this Christ-redeemed area of
creation. Perhaps.
Unless we face the basics, the fundamental commitment; unless we strive to structure a foundation, we will be senselessly
discussing whether football is Christian, checking should be allowed or any other question specifically concerned with sports.
One thing is certain. It's time to get to work. And if, perhaps,
all the work has been done; the foundation laid, someone please
tell me--bluntly if you wish to. Don't worry, I'mused to getting
clobbered.

"Spring is almost upon us, and there is somethjng we alican
so at this time of year that takes very little time and can yield
enormous results. Those who smoke grass have a responsibility
to the community to plant the seeds that came. with the grass... '
The earth belongs to the people, and grass can be plantedinva- ,
cant lots, roadsides, parks, behind factories, under bridges,along the river, or in short, anyplace where tall weeds can grow [
unmolested and there is, plenty of sunshine. Ittakes onlyabouta
minute to pull up a clump of weeds, shake off the dirt fromthe
roots, scatter 1/2 dozen seeds, throw some dirt over themand
split for another spot. Hundreds of such patches can be planted
in one spring afternoon , and if you return in the fall after thefirst
hard frost, you will find that at least half of these spots willhave i
grasspl ants growing, anywhere from 6" to 6' in height. If you
miss a few, the plant is likely to increase its numbers the tolloe
ing year.
Imagine what will happen if this practice becomes Wide-spread
The implications of this need not be discussed.
Althoughguerrilla planting is the best and safest and leasttim I
consuming way to plant, even more reliable results can be secured from cultivating the plants, e. g. watering in dry weather,
adding peatmoss to the soil, removing weeds, etc. Thereare
several goodbooklets giving details on methods at your localhead
shop. In any case, plant after the last frost.
You should start saving seeds long in advance, ... with increased government repression, future supplies are uncertain. Make
sure those seeds get planted. To remove the seeds from grass,
pulverize the grass in a large boxtop or similar shallow container with your fingers. Tilt the container and tap lightly. Theseeds
will roll to the lowest corner. The ones that don't roll readily
are wrinkled and probably won't grow. They can be removedwith
a strainer. It is best.not to strain out all the seeds, as thestrainer will damage the seeds.
'
We have the power to make anti -marijuana laws as irrelevant
as a law against ragweed. Do you have the will to do yourpart?
SAVE YOUR SEEDS NOW! PLANT THEM EVERYWHERE
THE
SPRING!" ( Building Toward A New America , Pilgrims Press.
Philadelphia, 1970)

Note well the determination of the author of this articIe--he believes that with a unified effort the drug culture can make it virtually impossible for the government to stop their actions.
The drug culture is out to throw out all laws preventing theuse
of marijuana. On the other hand the government is out tostopthe
spread of the drug. The smokers have one purpose in mind, that
being to liberate' themselves from a society and culture thatoffers no answers, and lives to make, works to make and even
dies to make $$$. The government has one basic purpose inmind
when they try to stop the use and growth of marijuana - -it prevents
or hinders the belief that science will solve the problems, tbit
man must continually work to make man more and more in control of the country. For the autonomy of man drugs must be stopped.
Chrt stian, which camp are you in? The article's? The govere
ments ". The drug users wish to overthrow the government, the
government wishes to glorify man, the Christian community....
by Gilbert Kamps
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grees with Idea of Sharing

Christianity Not Merely #1-5

ar, Editor,
In your Jan. 28 editorial you advocated setting up a Student Pars File somewhere on campus, possibly the library. I think
at's a great idea. One of the hardest things I find in writing a
per, especially on a subject dealt with hardly at all by Chrisns, is to find out how other Christians have wrestled with the
oblem, what they think. It seems too futile to see each student
ingthrough Dordt, writing his papers, feebly covering the sure
ound those before him have also struggled to cover. How can
seriously grow and learn together if we don't help each other
uggle with the same problems 7 How can we begin towork out
ristian answers to problems only half-answered now because
seems everyone must start from scratch each time 7
A file system would also help each student to become more coniousof his office as a student in aChristian academic commun. It would also be a boost to writing more meaningful papers,
aring discoveries with other students, instead of writing only
r oneself, the requirement and the grade ..
This is going to take work and cooperation. I feel the initial r ensibility lies with each professor and instructor. Each should
quire an extra copy of the papers assigned to his students this
mester, and see to it that the library gets the copies. From
erethe library staff and the student council can work things out,
tting up a Student Papers File for everyone's benefit. It will
eanmore work for everyone, but I think it's the "little extra"
quired of us if we are going to learn and advance Christlanly
gether as students working in God's Kingdom.

Dear Editor:
Sometimes a failure to understand a situation completely leads
to charges and counter-charges.
Such, we believe, was the case
in the letter" The SeIling of One's Soul?" (Diamond, February 24,
1972 p. 2). We s old books last summer; we do not believe we
are "guilty" of all the charges addressed to us (at the same time,
we must admit that we have made our share of mistakes f). We
do recognize that all of life must be lived for Christ, that all activities must be examined in the light of God's Word. After our'
initial chagrin (and, honestly, some anger), we do respect and
thank RogandJohn for their att~mpt to study theIssue, It should
be r e c og n iz e d , however, that these men did not work for the
Southwestern Company.
We believe that because Christ is King of all of Life:
LEach Christian salesman must be convinced of the WORTH
of his product;
,
2. The product must fulfill a real NEED and be of potential
BENEFIT to the customer;
--3. What the customer pays for it must be COMMENSURATE
(.I. e. proportionate, equal in measure) With its WaRTH;
4. The profit that the salesman receives must be a NOT EXCESSIVEone, and yet one that will enable him tomalce a
FAIR wage;
, ,
5. TIi'eS ale sma n must not use UNDUEpressure, and his
demonstration must show the product in a TRUE perspective.
--We do not believe that the tenus "Christian" and "salesman"
are mutually exclusive. Nor do we believe that merely being a
"Christian"
and being a "salesman" makes one a "Christian
salesman". Nor dowe believe that mere compliance with points
#1-5 makes a salesman Chriatian, Rather, we believe it is the
total contextwithin which and for which one sells, that determines
the "Christian-ness" of one's work.
Simplistic answers (such as are often proposed) are no answer
at all! We are working with these issues and ask your patience,
your love, and your help so that Christ may truly be Lord of
seIling also.

Sincerely,
Jean Brouwer

I uestions Idea of Floats

•

Sincerely,
Rick Kruis , Gena DeKarn, Carl Bruxvoort, Gary
Ritzema, Harvey Jansen, Dan Kruis, Arie Poot,
Bill Lapp, and Larry Meyer

ear Everyone,
I'm sure that most of you consider Homecoming '72 a closed Editor's note:
ok. However" I'd like to revive the topic just long enrngh to
Okay, let .!De put my fingers in the pie for. a moment. As you state, "simplistic answers are no
estion the validity of the Homecoming float. At the risk of be- answer at aU, ao.d perhaps the same can be said of the above letter. Before I continue, mayI assure
th~ readers of this paper. that I have worked for the Southwesthern
Company for one summer, did
g accused of "making a mountain out of 1f molehill, " I'd like to quite well ~pr0t:itapproXimately ~3000) a':ld t~ereforecan talk with some experience to back myself
ice my opinions on 'this subject, because, frankly, thinking a- up. Wh~tISwritten tn. th.e letter, In my estlmat!on, puts the whole issue in even a more vague, blurred
perspech.ve. From a biblical ~tan,~e
now, what IS lJ.NDUE pressure?, What do you mean, "showing the
utit drives me up a tree.
product 10. a T~UE p~rspective? Whose ~rspectlve, the company s or yOUTSas a Christian? Believe
Their unspoken but obvious
,1 Iwas told by th e, head of the Homecoming committee that the me, ~ere IS quite a dtfference bet~~en thl;S <;ompat.Iy ~nd Christianity.
~sertion that succe~, by money ,.IS I~S ,ul~lmateobjective,clashes quite loudly with my Christian bej ats were to serve two purposes:
1) to promote class unity, liefs .. ~other q~estlon(and I think It s time we all get specific), does the product fulfd a real NEED
ide and spirit, and 2) to get more students involved in Horne- a.nd IS It of essential BENEFIT t~the custom~r,. or are the salesman blindly falling into the vicious
circle of buy-consume-to buy-to consume;
Do we want to place thousands or even hundreds of
t mingactivities,
tho~3.!1dsof dictionary-handbooks into American homes and thereby strengthen the cause of hu- Well,these two purposes sound very noble and admirable, but manistic education. Are we going to fight it or add some more fuel to a Satanic fire? Think about it.
r e they realistic 7 The vision one gets from these high -minded :hsa~~~~~~~~~:~.t~~;r~~~~~~~~~~~t~~~~~~:~ea~~i~~~~
~~~:~e~~~;~:h~~~C~od~~~~sti~~:
a springboardso that we can come to terms with the "guts" of the issue, not the
asons is that of whole classes communing together, laboring "s~~erfic~~I~,'!1e
j- gether, creating together,
enveloped in an atmosphere of unity,
As for me, I cannot be patient while we treat the issue in generalizations and people continue to
~ yalty, and brotherhood, deliciously caught up in the fe rvor .and sell, unable to clearly state why they are doing so.
" citement of Homecoming! But the fact is that rarely did any
assmernber.outsi.de of the chosen committee ever work on their
oat, and I am positive that 98% of every class never knew what
eir own float looked like until it was carted out onto the gym
oor.
Iview the Homecoming float as a complete waste--a waste of
me,money,effort. The hours of work, the dollars spent on an
emthat serves a nebulous purpose for a few hours and then is
March 1O--Friday; Travelogue: "Taiwan, HongKong, andSingstroyed is r'idiculous , The floats are not beautiful. They do [lot
apore;" Gymnasium-Auditorium; 8:00 pm.
spire any noble qualities of unity, spirit or involvement. What,
March
13- -Monday; Tryouts for Stoops; Mr. Koldenhoven's
en, is their purpose 7
office;
6:00-8: 20 pm.
Sincethe real reason is obviously neither reason 1) or 2) gisen
March
14--Tuesday;CommunityConcert:
joanna Simon, mezove, I suggest that we dig a little deeper into the true purpose.
zo-soprano;
Northwestern;
8:00
pm.
owabout exploring our sub-conscious minds 7 Is there perhaps
March 15--Wednesday; Sociology Conference'; Dordt; meetings
little corner that whispers, "A college Homecoming just isn't
at 1:15, 2:10, 3:30, 4:10 pm.
mpletewithoutfk>ats. Almost every other "normal" college has
March 16--Thursday; SIgma Pi Sigma installation ceremony;
oats, so Dordt had better have floats, too:" Sound a little far7:00 pm.
tched7 Sounda little ridiculous and l'hildish 'I Of course it does.
March 16--T h u r s day; Lambert Zuidervaart senior recital;
is, So, to cover up the real reason, we invent the other supposM205; 8:00 pm.
Iymore rational and acceptable reason.
March 17--FrIday; Film: "Charly"; C-106; 8:00 pm.
Thereal reason and purpose for Homecoming floats is jus t as
March 18--Saturday; Barb Huisman recital; M205; 8:00 pm.
e surd as the hypothetical ones. 1 suggest that the Student CounMarch 19--Sunday; St. Matthew Passion by Chorale; Gymna'lconsider this matter, and se" if they can find any reason to
sium-Auditorium; 3:00 pm.
slilythis practice and can honestly deny the truth of this letter.
March 20--Monday; Math lecture: Dr. John Neter; 7:30 pm.
theysucceed, 1 will be happy to submit to the institution of the
March 20- -Monday; Student v 0 ice recttal: Connie Boeve and
I
orne
coming float, but until then, thinking about it still drives
Jim Peterson; C160or M205; 8:00 pm.
eup a tree.
March 23--Thursday; Spring vacation begins; 12:10pm.
Leanne Jonker
'-

Calendar
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Sports Must Be Played

Sporls
Koekkoek

and
an

• I nsiliulion
• ·
A)d
co emlc

To Direct
Sports
Committee

Dear Editor,
In repry to S tan Pilon's article in the last issu
of the Diamond, I would like to take this opportunity to express my feelings on the subject of sports
First of all, I feel that sports are a legitimate ex
ercise be c a use an athlete uses and develops hi
created bod Y by the toning of his muscles andth
sharpening of his co-ordination.
.
Now, when "physical" sports like hockey, socce
football and basketball are pla yed, the players mus
realize a few things.
The athletes must remember
that they are performing on a playful level. Second
the athletes must realize that in sports, competi
tion is a legitimate driving force.
Each team trie
tousetheir
superior skill and drive to over-power
the opposing team and thereby win the game. FO'
example, in hockey, a defenceman who can execut
a clean, hard body-check will be abe t,t e r playe
than the for war d who carries the puck with hi
head down.
'
The error that athletes and spectators make I
their blood-lust attitude toward sports. It IS exac
lythe blood-lust that makes games like pr ofessiot
al Roller Derby and others so popular. Bothpia
ers and spectators
should keep in mind that the
idea to go out and "kill'em" is wrong.

The Sports Committee
How are sporfs related to an academic communhas been formed under the
, Lty ? To solve this problem we have to first answer'
direction of Mr. A. Koekthe question: What is the nature of an academic com- koek, This club is to act
munity? Do sports belong within the structure of an es an interrnrliary letween
academic community or not? Several different an- the studetns and the adminswers have been given to this problem.
istration. Hockey and woPeople in the Netherlands, for instance, who take
men's basketball are alpart in sports do this not within the structural
setready underway, and more
up of an academic community, but they participate
spor ts.activities
are exin sports activities in organized sports clubs, which
pected to follow. Tennis,
do not have any ties to an educational institution.
swimming, vo 11e yba 1 J,
The situation at a college inAmerica is different.
softball, golf, and soccer
Sports play abig partin a college community. Many
may join the ranks.
For
athletes have scholarships
and other advantages.
each sport the admintstnaCollege sports are an integral part of the structure
tion will
provide $300 if
of an acadamiccommunity.
Critics of this situation
the students can match that
call the sports departments of colleges "athlete rarrrs' amount. The Sports Comfor the big professional teams.
Sincerely,
mittee was organized to
Julius de Jage
Dordt College has not followed the set-up of other
or g ani z e sports clubs
colleges; although those who play on intercollegiate
which will compete with
teams do have advantages over other students. First
other colleges and to proof all, Do rdt does not have any sports scholarships.
vide coaches and referees
However there is still a similar situation comparfor the games.
ed with other colleges.
'
Many people believe that physical activity has to be indudedin
an academic community. These people feel that both body and mind
need to be fed. For this reason DordtCollege has made four hours
of physical education a prerequisite
for graduation. Personally, I
do favor this situation, but there is more involved.
Dordt also recognizes intercollegiate
sports as a part of physical education and integral to the college structure. Granted that
the four hours of physical activity is part of college and the currt culum , let's establish that varsity sports are differently related
to the structure
of the college. They are outside of the college
structure,
yet is also imposes on the structure of the college in
the following ways. Basketball players do not have to meet the
four hour P. E. requirement,
secondly, the coach works for the ,
basketball team as part of his job. Furthermore
the financial side
of intercollegiate
sports is a part of the total Dordt budget.
The folla.viug question arises: Does the intercollegiate
sports
set-up provide for conditioning of the body for as many students
as it should? Is it not true that Dordt's financially sponsored
sports activities
are only open to a certain number of students,
those who pl ay on the baskethall teams, baseball teams, and track
teams?
In my opinion the financially sponsored sports set-up
leads to spectatortsm
and this completely throws out the argument of developing body and mind.
Another point of this article involves the question of justice 0 r
fairness. The faculty has decided to organize sports clubs. This
idea was introduced at a faculty meeting on October 14, 1972. TJ:e'
faculty (not students) decided that sports clubs will not be on the
same level as the varsity teams.
The members of sports club s
have to provide their own sports equipment, pay their own insurance, and can only use college facilities after varsity team practices. So basketball,
baseball and other varsity teams have the right to use the college facUities first. Furthermore
a club is to I
submit a budget for apporval.
Of the total budget, one half of it
must be divided among the members and collected as membership dues, the other half of the budget is to be supplied by th e
College up to a maximum of $300(?) for each club. So we can see
To solve this unjust situation, I propose consideration of
that the new clubs do not have the same financial backing as the
following: ,
traditional clubs.
1. All sports 'activities be put on a club basis.
The introduction of sports clubs had to be done, because many
2. At all sports events, the clubs will charge an admission
other students wanted to participate in sports themselves. HockThis fee shall be determined by an established sports comm
ey, soccer, and tennis and many other sports were introduced in
3. The right of existence of a club is not based on the numbe
recent years: This posed a problem for the faculty and adminisspectators attending a sports event, but on the actual partie
tration. If these sports had to be put on the same level as the tration in the particular
sport.
ditional sports, then a big sports budget would have been necess4. A sports committee is to be formed, which promotes the
.Itated.
tual participation in a particular
sport, and gives aid in the
Having learned the financial lesson of sports from other coltablishing of other clubs.
leges, the faculty decided not to follow the same way, and this
5. Furthermore,
this committee would establish contact with
was a good decision. But a puzzling fact remains.
Did the faculer coll eges . so intercollegiate
sports events can be organiz
ty and administration not see the following injustice? People who
6. The money raised at all the sports events is to be put ir
want to play hockey, soccer, tennis, etc. have to pay for their
general fund and distributed according to need.
own sports activities, but also have to pay for the traditional teams.
7. The committee should consider such things as:
The new clubs are doubly taxed! ! This accepted injustice surpdses
a. voluntary coaching.
me especially at a Christian College. Of course tradition and the
b. club officers to be elected who are representatives
to
constituency have their influence, but these factors Can never jussports
committee.
tify this course of action by the faculty. We, as Christians,
ob8. P. E. credit given to persons who participate in sports eV
ject to double taxation in education, but on the other hand we douJake Vander Sci
ble tax people in this sports situation.
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UDime" Presentation Scratched

by Henry Knoop

,

... -::_::-'----.=---.--

OnThursday morning, March 2, Rev. J. B. Hulst and Director
James Koldenhoven made the announcement that any further .plars
ofperforming the play, For The Sake Of A Dime, had been scratched. The announcement followed on the heels of a special performance of the drama, written by Dordt senior Bill de Jager .before an "invitation only" audience of faculty members and select
students the eventng before. Approximately sixty people were in
attendance.
The unique "preview" performance had been decided on a week
earlier, to allow for a meaningful critique and evaluation of the
play and its suitability for an open audience by the faculty and
those intimately involved in the production of the play (with a few
exceptions. ) It's purpose was not to determine whether or not any
further presentationswouldbe posstble, but rather to offer opinions on its validity as Ohristian drama. Thus it was thatWednesday evening the audience came prepared for discussion and viewed what Director Koldenhoven described as the "peak" performance of The Dime.
Arrivingto dim lights and "satchmo" music, the audience seated themselves around the circular stage at the center of Dordt's.
Classroom -Auditorium. The stage, contoured and featured as a'
dime, soon heralded it's three characters: Charlie, The Woman
and a Priest (played by Ron Sjoerdsma, Hattie Allen, and Gr~
Sjoerdsma respectively) in their powerful dramatic performance
of the play's driving thrust. The forty-minute production was sam
over and the audience responded, after refreshments, in a wellorganized .discus sion,
Response was articulated around four central questions the faculty had been asked to consider:
1. Does the play solicit and hold your attention?
2. Is the play characterized by clarity in spite of its symbolic
quality?
3. Is the condition of life ( the people of the play and their situation) critiqued by the context and resolution of the play?
4. Whatis it about drama, as compared with other forms 'of communications and/or art, that raises so pointedly questions regarding profanity, obscenity and sexual immorality?
It became evident as the hour progressed that no united or majority opinion regarding the controversial work would be forthcoming, except that the play was a distinctive attempt at Chris-

:

:::0:::;

:xc:

:::r:::::

::::ac

•

tian drama, Many individual reservations wereexpressedngarding the subject matter, handling and performance of the play.
'The decision regarding its future, -as far as performance at
Dordt, was made by tile Dean of Students in consultation with the
play's director. The reasons for its stoppage were cited as-being
"detrimental" for the playwright, the drama department, and the
college due to probable reactions to it from the constituency that
was not prepared to witness a presentation of such symbolic quality. Thoughthe Dean did express a measure of satisfaction in having seen the drama progress to the presentation stage for the benefit of the playwright and the drama department, he felt there was
need for more positive discussions concerning attempts at Chris ~ ,
tian drama.
For The Sake orA Dimewas the second play written by Bill de
Jager and performed by the drama department, following last )6lr's
Suffer the Little Children. De Jager's plans with the play are, indefinite to date but planning for a third attempt at a Christian
dramatic expression is already in progress.
'
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Printed with the permission of the Bethel Clarion

Senator Humphrey defines his ~Christianity'
Question: Are you a Christian and what do you consider a Christian to be?
Senator Humphrey: I am. First of all I respect everyone's right to hold his own religious convictions. But,
it's a fair question and one that ought to be asked. I
consider a Christian one who puts into practice on
earth the kind of compassion, sense of service, love,
and decency which he says in his prayers and reads in
his scriptures.
I
J've always believed that a man ought to translate
his religious values into political action, and you see
I'm one who believe$ it's not good enough to beat
your chest over the outrages and injustices that take
place in society. It isn't good enough to have a tear
in your eye for the poor, or to be concerned about the
handicapped. It isn't good enough just to have good
ideas., You have to act! A great spiritual leader once
said the purpose of knowledge is action and I think
that action requires commitment. To be a good Christian requires commitment.
To be a good Jew requires commitment.
To be a good Buddhist requires commitment. And I would hope that those of
us who profess the Christian faith would remember
that one of the tenets of that faith is that it is better
to minister than to be ministered unto, and that we
be interested in children and we would indeed practice
what we call human dignity. I believe in this very
strongly, but would have to say that, like most mortals,
I fall 'by the wayside now and then. One of the great
things about religion is that it gives you the chance
to live again.
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What About
the Community?
by Roger Vos

Rap Session

Insurance lor College Men?

Called
For English

Nolon Your Life!

Majors

Advises

Malh Pro I
Lec Iure
10

b
til!

CO

-New Hampshire Primary,
March 7, 1972.
The English department
-Nixon wins handily in a light turnout.
has invited English majors
-McGovern wins a moral victory over Muskie for- to a "r a p s e s s ion" on News Release- - Consumers Union
Mar chIS,
at 3:30 pm in
Unless a college student has children, as a rule
ces.
the West Commons.
Mr.
he should not buy life insurance.
In fact, says the
- Mills is for real.
. The political pace has begun to pick up as the na- Jack Vanden Berg, English
nonprofit Consumers
Union, "the last thing most
tionanalyzes the results of the first primary of what
department c h air man,
college students need is life insurance. "
promises to be a long arid exciting campaign. Stratstated that the meeting is
Bearing this out is an industry surveyor
more
egists are trying to find out what results the new planned,
essentially to than 300 life-insurance
companies which turned up
youth vote will have on the outsorne of the elections,
"build a bridge
between
20%withsales
programs aimed at college students
and so are the young voters themselves.
Apparentthe English
department
and young professionals
who are not yet earrnng ely; .apathy is running high among the newly enfran- and students."
nough to pay the premiums.
chised voters because the Secretary of State in New
Specifically, new placeIsn't it difficult to sell a policy to someone who
Hampshire estimates that only 35% of the 18-21 age ment information will be
can't afford it?lnsurance
men have their sales pitch
group have registered
to vote. What hashappened
offered to senior English
so programmed
to this hurdle that they can often
to the enthusiasm of the 1968 elections?
students, both in education
turning it into a selling point. Says Consumers UA couple of things have occurred. Although the and non-education areas.
noin, they approach the premium paying problem
young voters liked to scream and holler when they For underclassmen,
the'
by offering to finance the first annual premium.and
could not vote, it seems as though mos t of them nON English faculty will offer
frequently the second, with a loan to be paid off
feel that they do not have the responsibility
to vote. registration
suggestions,
perhaps five years later.
If we at Dordt College were among t'rose who work- and will attempt to solve
The interest on that five year loan? It's payable
ed hard to give the youth this vote, then we had bet- problems which may have
at an annual rate of 6 to 8 per cent or more. And,
ter also be the ones who are willing to "Stand ip a rd developed as students presays CU, in many plans the policyholder pays inbe counted. We must be heard on every level of gOl- pared for pre-registration.
terest on the interest too.
ernment because Drrdt College must never become
Generally, the meeting
As an example of what
an isolated community on the map where st udents is designed to draw
out
life-insurance
loans can
spend four years of their lives isolated from reali- faculty and student ideas
cost, the nonprofit consunr
ty. For too many of us, this is exactly what Is oc- about certain courses and
er organization tells of a:
curring. We have decided that our college days are the English curriculum.
$10, 000 policy sold by Frpreparation
to change the world, but we never think According to Vanden Berg,
del ity Union Life of Dallas
about the fact that we are four yea;rs behind because
it will be a time for everyin 1970. The 21-year-old
we have lived in a dream world for four years.
one to "lettheir hair down"
Focussingespeciallyon
student purchaser pard an
Let's examine oursel ves to see it this has happen- and, over a cup of coffee, the Math and Business Ad- interest rate of 8.5 per
ed to us.
talk about the experiences
ministration students, Dr. cent. The compounded fiHave we decided that what happens in our local .and expectations of English John Neter will speak on nance charge of the first
congregations is none of our business and that af- faculty and students.
Dordt's campus on March year premium loan of $151
ter all four years offellowship is only a small part
kw
20and2l.
Dr.
Ne t e r , comes to $76.07.
of our lives so it can be excused?
Professor of Quantitative
Entitled "Caveat EmpHave we talked to our Sioux Center merchants aAnalysis at the University
tor on Campus," the CU
bout what we consider fair wage and fair prices, or
of Minnesota, is sponsorreport, warns that as with
are we content to bring millions of dollars of reveed by the American Stat- most retail credit agreenue to this community?
istical Organization.
ments, an insurance polHave we as students tried to help our administra"Measurement
Errors
icy financing rioter .ay be
tion develop Dordt as a Christian college or are we
in Reports of Consumer
impossible to cancel Life
so sure that they have all the answers so we do net
Expenditures"
forms the insurance is customanly
need to help them?
topicforNeter'sMarch20
sold fora year at a time.
But getting back to politics, have we impressed
lecture.
This lecture, at When a student is persuadon the community that we believe in freedom of ed7:30 p m , is open to the ed to buy a policy and sign
ucation on every level and that we are willing to eThe Dordt Biology Club
public.
a financing agreement, he
lect officials,
governors,
and legislators
who ac- is cooperatingwith'a
Sioux
Speaking toM a t h and is committing himself to
,
.
cept this position?,
Center women s orgarnzaBusiness classes on Tues- buy a full year's pr otecIn other words, does our stay here at Dordt Col- tion in promoting an envi- day, Neter will
examine tion,
lege cast any reflection on what our attitudes will
ronmental ecology project. "Experimental Linear ProNone of the policies or
be inJ.ater life? If it does, then most.of us will be With Ron Koedam as pro- gr a m m i ng of the Food promissory notes exam incontent to live our own personal lives and let th eject
director, the g r 0 up Price Index Comparedwith
ed by Consumers
Union
rest of sociejy rot away.
will setup collection loca- Conventional Index Mea- hada provision for refund
Insteadlet us help to make Dordt College a nation· tions and will deliver the sures. "
0 f premiums
during the
al voice for freedom and justice. Let's start at the' c o l l e c te d cans to Sioux
According to Dr. Alber- first year. And says CU,
bottom and work to the top. This involves free exFalls to be recycled.
The da, Do r d t mathematics
the policies examined tendchange of opinion among students and faculty mem- first load will be collected
professor,
Kenneth Weg- ed to be relatively expertbers in the classroomandin
the student publications.
and shipped by March 18. ner.from
Carleton Col- sive cash value policies
Then let us go to our local officials and our state ct· Posters will be posted to Lege-in Northfield, Minn- with lots of extra -pr iced
ficials and our national officials and seek their help
notify students where and e sot a, s po keto math features.
to develop a better world in which to serve our God.
when to help out.
classes on January 31 and
Companies doing a big
Maybe someday we can say "I knew Senator X
The Phi Kappa S i g rna
February!.
Wegner's vi- business in college pol icwhen he was a student at Dordt College. He is nON has scheduled a meeting
sit was sponsored by the ies often set up special ahead of a Christian political party whose members
for March 15, at which stu- Mathematics Association
g en t s in college towns.
are aware of the issues that face them from the age
dentteachers
will discuss
of Arn er i c a, financed
They like to recruit as
of 18 to the age of 80. Maybe.
th e experiences,
pr 0- through a National Science salesmen popular campus
Foundation grant.
figures such as fraternity
blems, failures, and suc____________
leaders, recently graduacesses they encoun tered.
tal athletes, fermer ccchs
Everyone is invited.
A
Papers, con't from page I.
and even faculty members
banquet is scheduled for
and
administrators.
April 12 for club members
utes of discussion.
and their dates.
.
Rev. Taylor,
head of
Prof. G. O'Donnell will Dordt's sociology depart- ----------speak to the Pr e-Sem club ill e nt,
encourages all of and those who cannot stay
on Monday, March 13 in the m 0 r ethan 300 Dordt for the e n t ire afternoon
the SUBconference room.
students presently enrollshould feel free to come
His subject is Nouthetic
ed in sociology courses at anyway, since there will
_ Counselling with special
be movement after e a c h
Dordt to come to at least
application to pa s tor a 1
presentation.
some
of
the
presentations.
All the notices that you are seeing about campus concerning litter
counselling.
and the collection of it is a result of the active members of the newly
gdk
No
admission
is
charged,
ct
formed Biology club. The pop cans will be re-cycled in Sioux Falls.

Clubs Show
Social

Concern
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The FAF--An In-Depth
Report

Concerning
Artscapade

Entries

No Change In
Housing
Procedures

--

Ho using assignments
Dordt stude n ts -- be' holding a Monday aftemoon for next year will be made
warned! The Arts capade seminar (April 24) on Crea- in conjunction with predeadline is rapidly advanc- tive Dramatics expecially registration which will ocIng-i-Aprfl Sis 'the lastday ajpeali ng to elementary ed- cur immediately after the
for entries in the foIlowing ucation students. The next Easter holidays.
categories: poetry, short afte rnoon ff'ues , April 25).
The same arrangement
Head counselors for North and West Halls have been chosen for the 1972.73
school term. ~en Vander Pol will take over the head counselor duties in
story, essay, film, play- she will again hold a Crea- will be used as last year.
~est Hall, while Karen Hel~er, a sophomore, will assume a similar position
writing,' art, music and tive Dramatics Seminar,
As many treshman m en as
m North Hall. Thea Haan will contmue as head counselor in East Hall. Van'
photography. Rules for stu-this time with special appossible will be placed in der Pol and Helder replace the Contant-Lvon duo.
Interviews for wing counselors will be held next week, according to Rev.
dent entries for the April peal to secondary edication
West Hall. Male upperHulst.
24-May 3 Fine Arts Fest- students. These senunars
classmen are free to live
ivaI will soon be available will include small group off cam pu s , Fr-eshman
at the information table in discussions. On Tuesday
and sophomcre women will
the SUB lobby.
evening, she will be prebe required
to live in
senting a mass lecture on North and East Halls. As'
Judges for each category Dramatics.
many juniors as are neceshave been chosen by the
sary to fill the dorms v.- ill
Hne Arts Committee . Film Four Items of
stayon campus. Therest
The National Endowrrent
Marchl7thhas beenset
entries will be judged by
of the juniors, as well as for the Humanities has a s the first deadlin:e for
Dr. RobertPlekker, direcFurther Interest
theseniorwomenmaylive
begun a program of grants "Youthgrants"applicator of Run, Baby, Runand
off campus..
for support of humanities tions for projects schcdulhis new movie, The Ballad
Rev. Hulst satd that the projects initiated and con- ed to beginduringthesum-'
ofBillie Blue. Rev. Henry I
Dr. Plekker agreed to housing regulations, such ducted by young people. mer or fall of 1972. ProW. Coray, Californian au- show his movie, The Bal- as those pertammgto cur- NEH thereby becomes one posals will be evaluated
thor of Sons of Tears and lad of Billie Blue free of few hours and open house, of the few Federal agen- comparatively by a panel
, other novels as well as a charge to Dordt students WIll stay the same as far cies so involved Annoince of young people prior to
writing critic, will be julg--d uri n g Fine Arts week. as he knows. He also men- ment of the new program submission' to the National
: ingthe poetry, short story Therewillbe two showing; ti oned thatthese rules are was made by Dr. Ronald Council on the,Humanities ,
and essay categories. A in C106 at 6:30 and 9:00 undcr continual r-eview by S. Berman, the Endow- which makes final recommanhiredbyNJrthv.estern
pm on Tuesday, May 2. Stu- the Student Personne! Corn- ment's Chairman, who mendations on all appliCollege as photographer' dents who wish to attend /mlttee. The rUI~s are al- said thatNEH is encourag- cations for Endowment
and publicity man on cam- must pick up free general so subject to review at the ingproposals for projects grants.
pus, Mr. Edward Stetson, admission tickets during
end of each year,
effective immediately.
Further information awill be offering a critique the week' of April 10-15.
Created in line with a bout the program includof the photography entries. After a week, the remainAlso concerning hous- recommendation m a de
ing eligibility, applicatSister Marie Paula Hardy, ing tickets will be offered ing regulations, the open last year by the National ion procedures , and grant
instructor in creative dra- to community residents as house s c h e d u 1 e for the Council on the Humani t- requirements is contained
matics and education atSt well, The re will. be a lim- worn en's dorm will re- ies, the new' program __ ina brochure available
Mary's College, in Leaven- ited number of tickets ,so
mam the.same. Theyare called "Youthgrants in the WIthout charge fro m:
worth, Kansas will be han- admission to the movie
open bl-weekly, from Humanities"--willconsidYouthgrants'inthe Humanidling the play-writing en- will be on a first come, 8:30to 10:00 pm, Sun?aY er applications from both ties. National Endowment
tries. Music entries will first served basis.
only. Student Relations students and young persons for the Humanities, Washbe judged by Mr. Vernon
has ~eclded to leave th e out of school.
ington, D. C. 20506.
Mrrtin , the head librarian
TheCijmnastic members
men s dorm lounge open
I
a t Morningside College of Dordt's P. E. Departuntil 11:30pm everyweekwho composes music and ment will be presenting a day. This action was tahas had one of his works performance during Fine
ken because the women in
played by the Dallas Syrn- Art s week, possibly on the dorms wi s h to use
phony. The judge for Art Thursday evening, April
their lounges for exercisentries is not known for 27. A display of creative
ing after 10:00 pm. tk,
sure yet.
movement and rhythrrllca1
'TWoDordt stu den t s '. poses that the state guar\activities will be featured - Trinity, con't from page l.
Paul Clousing and St e ve antee each parentthe right
in their performance.
Sister Marie
While early reports had Van Dyke, alongwith Dordt to educate his children in
indicated
that enrollment a 1urn n us Tom Vanden the way he sees fit.
Northwestern's Reader's
As active members of
was
significantly
downfor Bosch, have been named
Paula Hardy--N ew
Theater, a group which has
as McGovern delegates to the caucus, Dordt students
next
term
over
this
past
toured extensively and is
Speaker making plans to go to Eu- year (which already was the Sixth district Presiden- are working for a voucher
tial and Statutory Conven-- system in which the state
rope next year, will also a marked· decrease over
tion which will be held in would give a tax rebate to
previous
years,
Dr.
WerkSince Mr. Bruce Hekmn participate in the ArtscaStorm Lake, Iowa,
on those parents who send
trtified the Fine Arts Com- pade. Theyplan to present ema stilted that he anticiMarch
25.
their children to private
pated
about
the
same
enrilittee that he could not "The World of Carl SandAt the 1as\: meeting of schools. "E v e r y Sioux
roll
men
t
as
this
year.
participate in the Hne Arts- burg" at 3:00 on Saturday
Also the college is in the the Si 0 u x County Demo- County Democrat," a c capadeFestivalbecauseof
afternoon, April 29.
process of securing a new. cratic caucus held on Felr cording to Rog Vo s, "is
aher standirg mmmitmel1S,
Academic Dean and adding ruary26, those in attend- encouraged to support any
Sister Marie Paula Hardy
Each chapel assembly
ance broke up into McGov- legislation t hat guaranadditional staff.
has consented to come inern and Muskie forces and tees private education. "
The
Diamond
staff
urstead. In recommending duringHne Arts week will
be
in
keeping
with
the
"Mochose six and eight deleAfter the district conges
your
prayerful
con:her, Mr. Hekman says:
..
. "
gat'es
for
each
candidate
ventions,
the delegates
cern
for
our
sIster
col'Shejust corrpleted a year's tivation to CreatlOn theme
respectively.
R
0
g
Vo
s
are
looking
forward to gostayin England shadow'
ofFAF 1972. MISS Rmger- lege.
hk
was
chosen
as
an
alternate
ing
on
~othe
State DemoDorothy Heath~ote, Eni! \'.Ole'sChu~ChMusic flass
Stoops, con't form page 1.
delegate
to
the
convention.
cratic
Statutory
Convenland'sforemCEtlady of o:ea- IS present ywnting lturquer
no
longer
car
r
i
e
s
The
plank
which
the
deltion
in
Ames
on
April
22
tive drama. Sister Marie gy which possibly can be
copyright
demands,
innoegateswilltaketo
the
disand
later,
on
May20,
to
PaulaHardy says more in used In the fl~St ofthe Artsvations
can
be
made.
PlaCE
trict
is
one
of
private
edthe
State
Democratic
Presfiveminutes than anyone I capade speCIal chapels ,
ktl0 w. She's invariably Tuesday, Apnl. 25. The are tlot final but Mr. Kol- ucatiotl. EmphasiZing the idential convention itl Des
said the play $4.5 million cost of prj,-- Moines.
cheerful and experienced second chapel WIll be led denhoven
might be updated,
with vate education (itlcluding
'd
by
the
author
Rev.
Henry
The n ext s t e p is the
Ieacher
an seems pOSfXESmodern
dress
and
speecl,\
Cat h 0 11cpa roc h 1 a 1 Democratic National Con:edof boundless energy."
W. Cony andDr. Plekker,
film duector from Hudson- for example. He is also schools) jn Sioux County vention in Miami - -and the
ville, Michigan, plans to thinking about performing in the past ten years and chance seems to be rather
As well as judging play- lead the final Arts capade the play aretla-style, that the "double taxation" sit- slim that Dardt studetlts
wri ting ontries, Sister Chapel, Tuesday, May2.
is, in the mid d 1~ of the 'uatiotl for private school will a tt end - - but who
MariePaula Hardy will be
tk supporters, the plank pro- knows?
jb floor.
jb

'Youlhgranls'

Now
Available

Caucus Selects
McGovern Delegates

I
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DORDT SOCCER JOINS NCSL
··
H k I Girls Nip
Y es, Chrlsllun
OC eYe He hi R
d
19 Y ate
by Keith Vanderzwan
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The February 25 issue of the Diamond contained
a letter to the editor by Stan Pilon in which he asked
if anyone could provide him with the answer to his
question, which asked ifa Christian could play hoc. key. Yes, I think that hockey (and I include football and basketball) can be Christian and that Christians can participate in these sports. I don't believe
that body contactis an unChristian thing, nor should
it be regarded as one person deliberately trying to
disable another. If the latter would be the case, I
wouldn't be playing hockey. No, body checking is
part 0 f hockey, blocking and tackling are part of
football and blocking out and setting screens are
part 0 f basketball. By the rules of the game, if a
player does somethingillegal, he gets penalized for
it. In hockey, the player gets a 2 0 r 5 minute
penalty; in football, the team is penalized by having
the football moved back a certain number of yards;
and i n basketball, free throws are awarded the
player fouled. This doesn't say that playing within
the rules 0 f a game means its Christian (I think
boxing stinks andis definitely not a Christian sport,
even if played within the rules). God has given us
talents in a certain area of sports (hockey, football,
basketball, etc.) and we go into a game wi th
a 'Christian attitude. That's often easier said than
done, mind you. I believe truly that a true Christian ~ and may compete in hockey and other contact sports. And the fights? Well, I'm not making
any excuses for them, because they really are not
necessary in any game but if they do occur (and
now I refer exclusively to hockey because I have
never personally experienced any in football or
basketball), they are soon forgotten by the players
on the ice and after the game, the players shake
hands and that fight, what fight? Handshaking out
there is not just a routine thing containing a lot of
hypocrisy. No, on the contrary, it consists
of congratulations to the victorious team and a type
of friendship developed between two teams who have
gotten to know each other just a little better as
real people.
Therefore, a s I said before, hockey can be a
Christian sport, providing the team(s) professing
Christianity (and I use that word sincerely) go into
the game with the right attitude. Without Christ in
it, what sport do you consider Christian?
::::tc:

Just a short note on the basketball "Marathon."
I put marathon in quotations because it really isn't
a marathon. Players come and go at their own will
with the exception of a very few. I believe both
original starting teams had left by the time the
game was over and throughout the "marathon'
strange, unfamiliar faces popped up for a few hours
only to leave again and be replaced by fresh players.
I "played" last year, and never again. Personally,
I think the whole idea is kind of ridic.ulous. First
of all, Itwasn't a real marathon and second of all,
a 30 or 32 hour marathon if played right is just 100
much for a person's body to take. And do you think
that's Christian?
.
DORDT BASEBALLSCHEDULE
March 25
Covenant College
I :00 pm
March 27
Martin Luther Col.
I :00 pm
March 29
Westminister Col.
1:00 pm
April 8
Dakota State Col.
1:00 pm
April 12
Sioux Falls College
1:00 pm
April 15
Worthington Col. *
1:00 pm
April 22
Martin Luther Col. *
1:00 pm
AprIl 25
John F. Kennedy
1:00 pm
April 27
Westmar
1:00 pm
May 4
Northwestern *
1:00 pm
* denotes home games.

Wayne State
On Thesday, February
29, the Dordt Womens
Basketball Team united in
a supreme e if 0 r t to nip
highly rated Wayne State
51-45.
Wayne, with a
height a d va n tage over
Dordt combined excellerr
ball handling wit h it and
appeared as if they would
run away with the game.
However, Dordt battled.
back throughout the third
quarter to overcome a 2714 halftime deficit. In the
third quarter Donna Weirenga broke loose and sparked the tea m to life, narrowing the score to 36-35.
. The fir e never left and
when the final
buzzer
sounded, Dordt emerged
victorious.
Donna Weirenga
and
Judy Fopma played outstandingly on defense and
contributed 16and 15 points
respectively to provide
the offensive punch. Winnette de Stigter, alongwilh
her usual good rebounding
dropped in 11 points.
This victory
left the
girls witha positive 5 and
4 record for the season.
jr
In an effort to r atse
funds for another exciting year of hockey in the
'Dordt area next season,
the Dordt Blades are
sponsoring a Hockey
Workathon in the upcoming weeks , The purpose is to have student
volunteers work at odd
jobs around the community donating their wages
to the Hockey Club who
are-alreacy rraking plans
for net year. Watchpesters around campus for
details.

_____
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Remember those idiots last fall who used to chase
a stupid baH in the rain all the. time? Well, rumor'
has it that they're going to try the same thing over
again, except this time, officially. After a very
friendly chat with soccer organizer, Paul Mahaffey,
the Diamond was informed that the Dordt Soc cer
team has been accepted into the Northwestern Collegiate Soccer League. Last fall, Dordt played exhibition games with most of the teams of the league,
losing none and ending their season with 5-0-1 record. They plan to continue their winning wayswlm
they play Northwestern College, Westmar andMorningside, the other teams in their division.
At a meeting Wednesday, March 8, Jake Vander
Schaff was appointed to coach the team this spring
and Ken Addink agreed to
be come manager of the
team. The Soccer Clubhas
applied for funds from the
newly-forrned Sports Commi ttee but Paul comment'
ed that he wasn't sure if
money was available this
spring. Because the-team
is a club and not a varsity
team there' will be no eligibility stipulations, although the team may have
to furnish its own equipment .
Work-outs have begun
and a team otIS or 16playJohn Knoop is all smiles as he
ers will be chosen to creae
leads everyone at Dordt College
the team. Besides its leain bowling. His highest score to
date is 258, one ahead of Luck
gue games, Iaul stated tha
Fey. John's other big games are
257 and 255.
he is working on the possibility of exhibition gimes
with Augustana Collegeand
he also informed the Diamond that a soccer club in
Des Moines was interested
in scheduling a game.
All home games will be
The Dordt Colle ge Blades played on ~e football field
are looking forward to a and ~e first game could
weekend of hockey at Thun- po~slbly be played on Ader Bay, Ontario, Canada. p:nl 8.
bdj
during March 30- April 1
--:~
The team will be involved
inadoubleeliminationtrurBaseball Team
nament involving Trinity
To Travel South
College, Calvin College,
a Winnepeg Christian ReThe Dordt College Deformed Church team, an fenders Iaseball team will
Emo Christian Reformed take to the road this EasChurch team. the Thurner terVacation to open their
Bay Wolves and one other 1972 Baseball season. The
team. Bef:>remaking the team will play double-headtrip, the Blades will like- ers against Covenant Colly stop a t Minneapolis, lege in Lookout Mountain;
Minnesota to playa semi- Tenn., Martin LutherColprofessional team from the lege in Pulaski, Tenn. and
area, however, this game Westminister College in
has not yet been confirmed Fulton, Mo.
kn
kvz

Blades Set
Sights On
Tourney

~- ~..~-';;::-ce::c:::::
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The thirty-two hour marathon ended in a victory for the upper-classmen. An indication of the scoring is
obvious from the above picture, and, perhaps the looks on the scorekeepers' faces can say something about
the interest of such an event. Perhaps.

